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The kettlebell workout
Wow! This complete workout
builds strength, power, balance,
coordination, and endurance.
By Adrian Veinot
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Side to side tosses

RIGINALLY a martial
arts tool made popular
in Eastern Europe,

kettlebells are round weights, like a
small cannonball with a handle on
the top, which come in various sizes
and weights. They are used in a fluid
style that helps develop strength
and power.
Kettlebells are now used by

Single-leg, bent-over
alternating row

gymnasts and strength trainers,
and are fast becoming a favourite
in fitness clubs. There are hundreds
of exercises to help you trim and
strengthen while giving a great
cardiovascular pump. Moved in a
fluid style, they force muscles to
contract as a group, enhancing

Forward lunge
with contralateral
shoulder press

strength, stability, coordination and
endurance; and providing a wholebody workout in a short time. It is
highly recommended that you seek
instruction from a trained fitness
professional. Watch for sessions
coming up at your local fitness club.
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TURKISH GET UP
1. Lie face up on the floor, holding a dumbbell in your right hand. Press the
dumbbell up toward the ceiling with your right hand directly above your
shoulder. Keep your elbow locked and wrist straight.

MENS STYLES NOW AVAILABLE

2. Bend your right leg, press through your left arm and raise your shoulders off
the floor. The dumbbell should move straight up a few inches.
3. Once balanced on your left hand and right foot, swing your left leg under
your body, placing your left foot flat on the floor.
4. Press through both feet to a standing position.
5. Reverse the movement to lie back down. Perform up to 12 reps before
repeating with the other arm; alternating arms provides for a more
challenging set.
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PUT ON A PAIR AND
GET A WORKOUT
WHILE YOU WALK.
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Push ups

Problem
Sore feet
Sore knees
Sore body

Kettlebell side bends

Solution

Foot orthotics
Orthopedic footwear
Donjoy knee bracing

Result
One-handed
kettlebell
swings

Happy feet
Happy knees
Happy person
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THE KETTLEBELL SWING
1. Start with the kettlebell on the ground in front of you. Hike the kettlebell
behind you and then drive your hips forward to propel it through its arc. Your
arms are just hooks and the power comes from the movement of the hips and
the muscles of the hamstrings, glutes, and lower back.
2. Swing the kettlebell to chest height. At the top breathe out while contracting
your quads, glutes and abs by tilting your pelvis up.
3. Breathe in and hold your breath as you let the kettlebell freefall back between
your legs so that it passes as high as possible.
4. Make sure the hips go back and thrust forward so that the quads do not take
over the exercise.
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Adrian Veinot is an Elite Plus Fitness Level 4 trainer at GoodLife Fitness; a
nutrition, strength and conditioning consultant; and fitness model.
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